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DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL PRODUCT MIX AND
MAXIMIZING PROFIT BY LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Seyed-Mahmoud Aghazadeh
INTRODUCTION

_L
/
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The incr easing competitiveness of the international market is compelling
a large number of manufacturing firms to optimize their operations to succeed
in business. Optimal production planning is one of the most useful
instruments for achieving this objective. Researchers have suggested and
implemented many optimal planning models for capacity planning, shopf1oor
scheduling, material purchasing, and other production functions (e.g., BegedDov, 1983; Gelder s and Van Wassenhove, 198 1; Hitom.i, 1991; Kendall a nd
Schniede rjans, 1985; Martin et al., 1993; Miller and Liberatore, 1988).
Integrated pr oduction planning problems in the manufacturing industry were
discussed by Tang et al. (1970) and Ware (1992).
This article examines a medium-sized chair company faced with
diminished demand for its products and excess operating capacity. The
company bas one central plant with nine manufacturing departmen ts.
Di1Terent factories, material suppliers in various territories, and customers in
di1Teren t geographic regions form an interactive material f1ow network. The
chairs are manufactured in varying quantities throughout the work week,
depending on the demand. The company employs 98 workers who a re
disper sed throughout the plant at various machines and stations. The chairs
contain many pieces. The number of pieces varies depending on t he style
needed. These pieces are created in nine manufacturing departments. The
cost a nd times of produ cing each style are de pende nt on the model. Each style
is sold at a di1Terent price level. Production costs and throughput rates at
di1Terent stages of production ar e considered in developing the model. The
tas k confr onting the company is to identify the mix of produ cts that
maximizes ils expected profit and the level of r esources required to support
this level of production.
Linear programming (LP) is used to model the compa ny's goals and its
ope rating constraints. Generally, a business problem can be formu lated in LP
as two sets of equations. An objective function is used to represent an
organizational goal such as profi t maximization . A second set of equations is
used to model factors that constrain the attainment of this goal, su ch as
limi ted resources. The r esulting system of equations is solved using a n LP
algor ithm to find the mix of produ cts or inpu ts that give the maximum value
for the obj ective function. When the resulting LP is solved, unused resources,
if any, will be determined as part of the optimal solution. LP may also be used
to identify departments that are presently uoderstalTed . Io tu rn, this shou ld
h elp to prevent workforce reductions that would be insidious to the fir m.
E qu ally important, ide ntifying unde r staffed de partme nts creates
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opportunities for reallocating the underused resources of other departments
to applications that strengthen the firm's financial performance.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
A linear programming problem is formulated . Table 1 contains the
decision variables expressed for each different product style.
TABLE 1

Product
Product 1
Product 2
Product 3
Product 4

Notation

x,,
X.2
¾

x,,

Style

Symbol

Dinaire Ladderback

D

Hallmark Queena on

Q

Hardenside Armchair

R

Harden

H

For each X,. subscriptj = 1...4 represents the product in question and i, i
= 1...3, represents different models in each category.
THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective is to maximize profit. The mathematical expr ession for
profit is as follows:
Maximize:

L ,(P, · (L , x) ;

where:

P, = profit of style j per unit

(1)

= revenue for productj - total cost of

production for productj .

THE CONSTRAINTS

Raw Material Constraints
Raw material constraints are included, reflecting the goal of transforming
all the purchased parts. The constraints are as follows:
i = 1,2,3

(2)

R, is the available raw material for products. Since some of the raw
materials are lost during the operation, transformation factors are needed in
order to have the entering raw material and the processed materials on the
same weight scale. r. represents transformation factors that are obtained
from the company.
2
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The following constraints also were used:

(3)

i =1,2,3

P, is the available raw material for market product and P. a re the
transformation factors.

Net Dis tribution Constraints
In order to respect the product specifications using the weight distribution
of different product parts, net dis tribution constraints are included. These
constraints are presented in the following form:
i = 1,2,3 ,

j =1,2,3,4

(4)

F. is the percent.age ofx,, found in productj.

Labor Time Constraints
A detailed study of the company's products a nd operations shows that
most processing times depend mainly on the productivity of labor. The nine
manufacturing processes and number of employees for each product at each
processing operation are recorded.
The accuracy of <lat.a is calculated using at distribution. With a confidence
interval of 90%, the maximum error that collected data have varies from
1.29% to 17.05'k, with an average of 11.20%.
From these data, the processing rates of each product at each operation
are then calculated. From these processing rates, labor time constraints a re
included for each operation. The total time required in order to process all the
products must be less than the a vailable time. The total available time for
each operation is the multiplication of the maxi.mum number of employees
possible for each operation by the annual number of minutes worked by an
employee. The constraints are the following:
d = 1.. .3

(5 )

The subscript d is the operation in question and e"" are the time
parameters. These time para.meters, expressed in minutes, are the required
amounts of time needed by an employee to produce one x•. e. is the total
available time for the operation d. Values of e"" are the processing rates
r esulti ng from the study of the company's pr oducts and operations. Values of
e. are obtained from the company.
The total available time E., is expressed as a decision variable with the
following mathematical expression:
d = 4 .. .9
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(6)
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The subscript d represents the six operations having tasks that are shared
among the employees. T, ...T9 are the necessary times for each operation.
However, these variables cannot exceed the total available time for each
operation. Again, the total available time for each operation, Tm.., is the
multiplication of the maximum number of employees possible for each
operation by the annual number of hours worked by an employee. These
constraints are expressed in the following manner:
d = 4 ... 9

(7)

The variables T, ...T9 are necessary since they are present in processing
time constraint. The sum of these variables cannot exceed the total available
time. The total available time, T-•• is the multiplication of the fixed number
of employees who continually share the tasks of these nine operations by the
annual amount of hours worked by an employee. This constraint is expr essed
in the following manner:
(8)

RESULTS
The analysis of the data in the following tables may be extended by
managers knowledgeable about demand for the firm's products and
production process. Using LP, the optimal product mix and underutilized
resources for different production scenarios can be determined. The financial
implications of each scenario may be assessed using a product income
statement. From analyses of these scenarios over the company's planning
horizon, the tradeofTs in financial performance and the employment of the
company's resources can be determined. Information developed from
analyses of these scenarios helps in evaluating the economic feasibility of the
production process as well as identifying how and what to produce.
The equations were solved using the POM Windows program. Analyses
and interpretations of the information from an LP solution would gener ally
take some time and effort due to the large number of coefficients generated
and the indirect nature of many of the variables they present.
A discussion of the different sets of results obtained from various
scenarios follows.

Scenario I
The production and economic data in the above equations, converted to an
equivalent set of LP equations, are shown in Table 2. The first equation (profit
row) in Table 2, the objective function, specifies the goal that the company
seeks to achieve. It integrates the fi.rm's revenue and cost structure to give the
expected contribution margin fo r any potential mix of products that the
4
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company may choose to produce. The objective function is formulated in
terms of contribution margin to reflect those elements in the firm's operating
structure (price and variable cost) over which the company's management has
the most control. Fixed costs are relatively constant over a wide range of
operating activities and can be evaluated easily outside the LP model. The
coefficients of the objective function under X,. X,, X3 , and X, represent the
amount of profit (contribution margin) per unit generated by each one of these
products. The next equations represent the limited production time (shown by
"RHS" which is the abbreviation for Right Hand Side) in each of the
company's nine operating departments for producing a given mix of products.
The coefficients of these constraints under X" X,, X3 , and X, indicate the
number of minutes required to produce each one of these products.
TABLE 2

X,

X.

X.

x.

11.29

25.6

14.84

21.69

1.88

5.17

1.02

1.8

112

0

3.35

2.49

0

70

10.23

12.l

8.5

10.01

280

400 Sanding

3.98

10.48

10.13

12.11

350

500 Assembly

8.56

7.58

3.4

11.14

210

600 Sanding/Cleaning

2.43

5.73

6.24

8.24

168

700 Finish

4.83

6.25

0

0

140

800 Upholstery

0.33

0 .43

0.36

0.5

42

900 Shipping/Packaging

2.33

0

2.5

2.7

98

0

17.26

0

7.1

596.03

Scenario 1
Profit
l00Machining
200 Carving Front Legs
300 Machine Room

Solution

RHS

Scenario 1 suggests that only prod ucts X. and X., in quantities of 17.26
and 7 .10 (approximately 17 and 7), r espectively, should be produced. The
company would receive a profit of $596.03.

Scenario 2
Scenario 2 (Table 3) maintains that only the models X, and X. are being
produced. The nine manufacturing constraints are still applicable as well as
the limitations arising due to the number of minutes per day available. Using
the X, and X, models, 1.80 and 21.00 chairs are produced. The profit resulting
from the manufacture of these two models is $558.15.
Southern Business Reuiew
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TABLE 3

x,

X.

11.29

25.6

1.88

5.17

112

0

3.35

70

10.23

12.l

280

400 Sanding

3.98

10.48

350

500 Assembly

8.56

7.58

210

600 Sanding/Cleaning

2.43

5.73

168

700 Finish

4.83

6.25

140

800 Upholstery

0.33

0.43

42

900 Shipping/Packaging

2.33

0

98

1.8

21

558.15

Scenario 2
Profit
100 Machining
200 Carving Front Legs
300 Machine Room

Solution

RHS

Scenario 3
The company data suggest that the production of models x. and X, would
create an output of 3.4 and 17 .81, respectively. In this scenario (see Table 4,
below), the company would receive a daily profit of $436.83.

TABLE 4
Scenario 3
Profit

x.

RHS

14.84

21.69

100 Machining

1.02

1.8

112

200 Carving Front Legs

2.49

0

70

8.5

10.01

280

10.13

12.11

350

3.4

11.14

2 10

6.24

8.24

168

0

0

140

0.36

0.5

42

900 Shipping/Packaging

2.5

2.7

98

Solution

3.4

17.81

436.83

300 Machine Room
400 Sanding
500 Assembly
600 Sanding/Cleaning
700 Finis h
800 Upholstery

6
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Scenario 4
Table 5 exa mines t he output if only X, and X, are manufactured. This
analysis suggests that the company would be better off producing only X,
ra ther than a X,, X, mix. Daily profit received would be $408.87.
TABLE 5

x,

x.

11.29

21.69

1.88

1.8

112

0

0

70

10.23

10.01

280

400 Sanding

3.98

12.11

350

500 Assembly

8.56

11. 14

210

600 Sanding/Clearung

2.43

8.24

168

700 F1ms h

4.83

0

140

800 Upholstery

0.33

0.5

42

900 Sh1pping/Packagmg

2.33

2.7

98

0

18.851

408.87

Scenario 4
Profit
100 Machin ing
200 Carvmg Front Legs
300 Machine Room

Solut1on

RHS

Scenario 5
In this scenario (Table 6 ), sensitivity analysis is carried out to investigate
the impact of Lhe input parameters on the optimality of the solu tion. This
ana lysis provides the information regarding individual impacts on the result
when some parameters of the model vary. In this model, an additional sbcty
minutes are added to each of the nine ti me constrai nts in the first scenario
(wiLh the highest profit ). By adding these additional mi nu tes, the units of
products X., a nd X, manufactured are incr eased by almost 1 and 5 units,
respectively.
This increase ge nerates an additional profit of $ 129.30
($725.33 - 596.03).
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TABLE 6

X.

X,

x.

11.29

25.6

14.84

21.69

1.88

5.17

1.02

1.8

172

0

3.35

2.49

0

130

10.23

12.1

8.5

10.01

340

400 Sanding

3.98

10.48

10.13

12.11

410

500 Assembly

8.56

7.58

3.4

11.14

270

600 Sanding/Cleaning

2.43

5.73

6.24

8.24

228

700 F inish

4.83

6.25

0

0

200

800 Upholstery

0.33

0.43

0.36

0.5

102

900 Shipping/Packaging

2.33

0

2.5

2.7

158

0

18.41

0

11.7

725.33

Scen ario 5
Profit
100 Machining
200 Carving Front Legs
300 Machine Room

Solution

RHS

CONCLUSION

In conducting this research project, real data were acquired and used
with the help of the company's planning managers and staff Different
scenarios are presented. The company's management can decide which
scenario to adopt.
Scenario 1 shows the impact of the nine manufacturing constraints and
the number of minutes available per day on the production of the four
products. The company can decide to incr ease its efforts in order to increase
both the market demand for these products and/or the amount of labor time
available for production.
Scenario 1 yields a high profit from the production of models X. and X,.
The manufacturing of these two products will generate a profit of $596.03.
Analysis of the individual products in Table 2 suggests that products X, and
X, should not be produced. Therefore, their ilirect fixed cost represents
another potential layer of resources that may be eliminated to improve firm
profitability. However , analysis of products X/ s and X,'s r oles in the firm's
strategic plan, as well as the potential for reallocating its resources to other
products and functional areas, needs to be considered first.
The amount of X, produced is higher in Scenario 4 than it is in Scenario
2. However, the product mix for Scenario 4 means only 18.85 units will be
manufactured per day, bringing the profit to an all time low for this scenario.
Profit would only be $408.87 per day.

8
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In Scenario 2, approximat:ely one X, was considered profitable along with
21.00 X,. From this data, the profit for the day would be $558.15.
In the final scenario, the results of sensitivity analysis indicate that
adding an hour to these constraints will result in an additional 1 unit of
product X. and 5 units of product X,. This analysis translat:es into an
additional profit of $129.30.
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